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10.2.2 Correcting using internal validation data

and confidence intervals are also quite different than in the naive analysis.

Ignoring the uncertainty in the estimated misclassification rates leads to

standard errors and confidence intervals that are much too small. The

Wald and bootstrap intervals are similar, and the bootstrap standard errors

are relatively close to those obtained using an analytical approximation. A

comparison of the bootstrap mean of 0.88 to the corrected estimate of

0.914 provides an estimate of the bias of the corrected estimate, which is

relatively small here.

Example 10.2
In order to stay with the theme of the first example, we still consider esti-

mating the proportion of the population meeting physical activity guide-

lines, but now assume that the 185 individuals that have both the error-

prone IPAQ measure and the “true” accelerometer measure were chosen as

a subsample of 1000 people who have the IPAQ measure. Table 10.3 shows

the data where the values for the 815 individuals with just the IPAQ meas-

ure were simulated using , chosen to be consistent with the

rate in the validation data.

Table 10.2 Estimation of the proportion of the population meeting physical acti-
vity guidelines using hypothetical main study data and the external validation 
data from Ekelund et al. (2006). Cor-K refers to corrected estimates and intervals 
treating the misclassification rates as known, while Cor-U accounts for uncer-
tainty in the estimated misclassification rates. Boot indicates the bootstrap ana-
lysis based on 5000 bootstrap samples. Confidence intervals are 95%. The boots-
trap CI is a percentile interval.

Method Estimate SE 95% CI

Naive 0.750 0.014 (0.723, 0.777)

Cor-K 0.914 0.061 (0.794, 1.03)

Cor-U 0.914 0.165 (0.591, 1.24)

Boot mean = 0.88 0.133 (0.573, 1.00)

P W( =1) = 0.7
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